Workday HCM+ Accelerators
Expediting analysis through automation
Struggling to analyze the impact of Workday changes and releases to your implemented solution?
Challenged to find the time and resources for this overwhelming task?
Look no further… Digital Cues has the Accelerators, and the experts, you’ve been looking for.
Workday is a powerful solution integral to your HCM processes. But let’s face it, due to the overall size
and complexity of Workday, ongoing changes often result in a significant demand on the time and
resources needed for review and analysis. With Digital Cues’ Accelerators, you can automate impact
analysis resulting in substantial cost and time savings. And, with more than 10 years’ experience across
HR and Recruiting modules, the highly skilled team of experts at Digital Cues will become the team you
rely on to get the most from your Workday investment.

The Accelerators
Workday Potential Impact Analysis

Workday Inventory

Automatically analyze critical objects based on
selected foundational areas such as integrations,
reports, business processes and conditional
rules.

Perform a dynamic inventory of all integrations,
reports, calculated fields, conditional rules, and
business processes for HR modules.

The Result: Reduces the time needed to analyze
impact, allowing resources to better utilized on
other critical tasks.

The Result: Valuable information allowing you
review and analyze your implementation to
determine the validity and relevance of
foundational areas for ongoing optimization.

Benefits


Easy to use: direct access
to Accelerators to use
whenever you need



Try before you buy: 45-day
trial period with up to 100
consulting hours in your
first year



Time and cost savings:
reduce impact analysis
time up to 80%



Solution optimization:
instant, ongoing ability to
assess inventory



Access to experts:
dedicated Customer
Success Manager



Flexibility: add on
consulting hours/staff
augmentation



Continual improvement:
automatically receive
ongoing Accelerator
releases

How It Works
Starting with a discovery session, Digital Cues will meet with you to understand your implementation of Workday, demonstrate the power
of the Accelerators and have a collaborative discussion on how we can best help you. Taking advantage of our 45-day trial period and
consulting services, you will be able to see the benefits for yourself. Once purchased, you will be partnered with a dedicated Customer
Success Manager to support you. Should you require additional support, you have the ability to add on hours for consulting or staff
augmentation services. Give our Accelerators a try and see how Digital Cues can help you.

To learn more, contact connect@digitalcues.com to schedule a no obligation discovery call.
https://digitalcues.com

